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Abstract. Machine Therapy is a new methodology combining art, design, 
psychodynamics, and engineering work in ways that access and reveal the vital 
relevance of subconscious elements of human-machine interactions. In this 
paper I present examples of empathic relationships with domestic appliances, 
roles of wearable and prosthetic apparatuses, and instances of evocative visceral 
robots that interact with people's understandings of themselves and each other. 
The Machine Therapy projects facilitate unusual explorations of the parapraxis 
of machine design and use. These usually unconscious elements of our 
interactions with machines critically affect our sense of self and our shared 
development. 
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1   Introduction 

On a typical afternoon during my first year at MIT I was walking down 
Massachusetts Avenue and came across a jackhammer in use, tearing up the street. It 
had been a particularly frustrating morning and my reaction to the sound of the 
jackhammer was, unusually, one of immediate relief. I found in it a safe place to 
scream. Standing on the sidewalk nearby I let it out, safely hidden in the acoustic 
overload of the machine in use. It felt great. And no one seemed to notice.  

I began experiencing all construction machines as opportunities to make some 
exploratory sounds with my voice while feeling safe doing so. I began to visit the 
various construction sites of the Big Dig project going on in Boston at the time. With 
many of the machines I could find a vocal resonance with tones and harmonics of 
their motors. Much like singing the same pitch with another person, often I could not 
separate my voice from the sound of a machine that I was trying to sound with. I 
thereby experienced the machine as a sort of body extension, as part of me and under 
the visceral control of my voice. At other times the machine seemed to be pulling me 
along into expressions, leading and facilitating my vocalizations. I learned more than 
I can write in this short paper. But I will begin. One aspect I must mention is that the 
construction workers and machine operators who spend their days and often nights 
with these machines welcomed me and these explorations and even would introduce 
me to different machines at different parts of the sites when they found them 
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interesting and thought that I might find them interesting to sound with. Individually, 
many confided in me that they too have often made sounds with the machines. 

The explorations of expression that came along with vocally and viscerally relating 
with the construction machines enabled non-normative but useful takes on machines 
in public spaces and myself in public spaces. This unusual example catalyzed a series 
of projects and ideas, some of which I want to introduce in this paper.  

To begin, I will briefly review a couple of concepts from psychoanalytic theory, 
namely object relations and transitional objects. Then, I will talk about the different 
reflective affordances of various categories of objects and machines. Finally, I will 
use these topics to ground the introduction of Companion Projects, a new series of 
autonomically sensate and viscerally active machines.  

2   Objects 

The processes of making objects and of perceiving objects are never neutral. That is, 
every time we make something we do so from our mostly subconscious set of 
assumptions and desires and perspectives that are thereby inscribed into the thing we 
are making. This cannot be avoided. We perceive and make things in this manner to 
some extent out of necessity. It is how we are able to engage and communicate with 
the world, with each other, and with ourselves. We can, however, become more aware 
of some of what we may be accustomed to take for granted in our approaches to 
things and machines. 

2.1   Object Relations Theory  

People use things and other people, and parts of things and parts of other people, to 
know about themselves. Whenever we perceive someone or something we are in a 
process of reflecting from this other something that is meaningful to us. Melanie 
Klein posited that part objects could be used in this manner, too.  

2.2   Transitional Objects 

There are special experiences within object relations that D.W. Winnicott termed 
transitional phenomena [3]. Winnicott explains, through his primary example of the 
relating between an infant and the infant’s mother or primary caregiver, the 
developmental phases characteristic of a transitional object relationship that enable 
the individual infant to develop their own ego and sense of self awareness and ability 
to relate to other things and people in the world. The newborn does not yet have a 
sense of it being a distinct self and instead perceives all things as continuous and part 
of its full being and under its omnipotent control. In order to develop a secure sense of 
self and body boundaries and relations with other people and things who is able to be 
gently introduced to the disillusionment of this conception by careful and just in the 
right time weaning of the infant and separation of elements like the mother that the 
baby can learn to perceive as separate but in relation to the baby’s self. Even in adult 
life we have transitional objects and phenomena that aid us in understanding 
ourselves, our bodies, and our social and political voices and agency in the world. 
Because in transitional phenomena the infant for a while is able to perceive no 
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boundary between the object and themselves, I am especially interested in adults in 
objects that can be easily taken on as part of the self. The new projects that are the 
final section of this paper are about machines designed to be just this.  

2.3   Bodies in Pieces 

The machines of the industrial factories in the US and England that Marx writes about 
in Das Kapital are distillations of the earlier generation of workers’ human body parts 
in action. Arms churning wheels are now hundreds of metal mechanical arms 
churning wheels while a person looks on to make sure the machines have power and 
run smoothly. This person witnesses their own body in action distilled into the 
machine, multiplied, and dissociated from their own desire.  

At the same time that human body parts become design inspiration and distilled 
into machines, machines become design inspiration and built as human body parts: 
the artificial heart, mechanical prostheses, personal digital assistants as auxiliary 
brains. 

With cultural and technological development we have become accustomed to our 
bodies in pieces, if not literally at least imaginatively. Our body parts and organs are 
separable and able to be related to by a person both as part of one’s self and as 
separable from one’s self at the same time. This non-neutral element of our 
contemporary experience of embodiment has special affordances. 

In explorations of technological devices taken on as armor or training transitional 
objects, I have engaged in a series called Wearable Body Organs. I mention them here 
briefly just to ground the Companion Projects that end this paper in past work also 
about autonomic communication, organs, and personal therapy via body-based 
machines. They include ScreamBody, a portable space for screaming that silences the 
person’s scream at time of scream to let them feel safe screaming at any time, but also 
records it for later release when, where, and how the person chooses. Another is 
HoldBody, which can inflate to actuate a self administered hug or string holding. And 
others in development now include CryBody which will function autonomically to 
help let crying happen when a person feels they need to but have been unable.  

 

 

Fig. 1. Wearable Body Organs are a series of wearable apparatuses I am building also under the 
theme of Machine Therapy. They address needs not addressed by mass marketed devices. 
These include the need to scream or vocalize (ScreamBody), the need to be hugged or held 
(HoldBody), among others. ScreamBody is designed to resemble and serve the function of a set 
of surrogate lungs.  
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2.4   Puppets, Automata, and Companion Robots 

Puppets, automata, and companion robots, often in the form of anthropomorphic 
whole creatures, enable a extension of our anthropomorphic reflections of other onto 
self as described in object relations to wider than human ranges. They enable this by 
the observable fact that they are not tied to the same laws of gravity (marionettes on 
strings are pulled upwards and merely alight on the ground) or human self 
consciousness.  

In a machine modeled to resemble a whole organism, versus a machine modeled to 
resemble a part or organ of some unknown whole, there are different expectations 
implied. For a person interacting with an anthropomorphized companion robot, the 
relationship between the person and the machine is in some ways more akin to that 
between the person and a whole creature or another person. The person may, for 
example, easily identify elements and modes of behavior of the machine that resonate 
cognitively and socially with the person’s own experience of themselves in the world. 
Though the machines may have relative (to humans) impoverished social 
vocabularies and demonstrations of personality, intention, self-awareness, and social 
awareness, they have enough that people can immediately identify and interact with 
them on emotional and cognitive levels [2]. 

Machines that are not by design intentionally anthropomorphic also facilitate 
reflections of self that can be body-based and meaningful. These meanings may be 
autonomic and subconscious more often than cognitively perceived and this may aid 
in the hallucination as the machine as part of the self.  

3   Parapraxis of Machine Design 

The word parapraxis is used in the context of psychoanalysis to refer to the slips of 
the tongue and other side events that may reveal unconscious motivations or repressed 
desires. I am applying its meaning here to machine design and use to discuss the side 
elements of machines that have been often subconsciously relevant in design and use. 
Especially focusing on the visceral elements including sound, infrasound, heat, 
movements, I have been looking for the parapractic elements in our everyday devices 
and machines and finding them everywhere. For example, laptops are warm as a side 
effect of their design but this warmth is something that helps people become endeared 
to their laptops. Car sounds were at first side elements but eventually designers and 
manufacturers and car enthusiasts began to design the sounds and even patent them 
(Harley Davidson, Ferrari). 

When one uses a blender at home the cat darts and hides under the bed, the baby 
screams and cries, but the aggressive sound of the violent action taking place may 
otherwise go unnoticed by those present. Foregrounding the viscerally major element 
of a kitchen blender’s violent sound in the making and using of Blendie is a way of 
bringing into awareness one example of very significant aspects of machines that 
often goes unnoticed consciously because it is not part of the intended purpose.  
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Fig. 2. Blendie is a re-appropriated vintage blender that instead of responding to the turning of 
knobs or pressing of buttons, requires the person to make the sound of its motor in action with 
their own voice. If the person is able to make a good enough human approximation of the 
pitches and roughness of the blender sound, Blendie will try to spin its own motor at the right 
speed to attain harmonic resonance with the dominant pitch the person is making. 

A person with a very different vocal apparatus compared to the sound making 
apparatus of a machine cannot possibly make the same sounds a machine makes. This 
is clear in digital signal analyses of human and machine sounds. We hypothesized that 
people will nevertheless make somewhat predictable voiced expressions when trying 
to express the sounds of different machines [3]. We trained a machine learning model 
based on the recordings of eight people trying to individually vocally imitate five 
machines including a blender, a vacuum cleaner, a drill, a coffee maker, and a sewing 
machine. Our hypothesis turned out to be statistically verified and more work is 
underway to explore the sound relationships between existing domestic machines and 
people further. 

Next, however, I want to turn to introducing a series of machines designed after all 
of these others with a foregrounding of elements that are often parapractic elements: 
sound, electromagnetic radiation, and rhythmic movement. 

4   Companion Projects 

Understanding that autonomic interaction is vitally relevant in machine use, we can 
design machines to facilitate visceral affects and autonomic therapy. 

Three types of organ-like autonomically sensate and actuating machines named 
Umo, Amo, and Omo are currently under development. In this section I will discuss 
some of the design decisions and material choices going into each machine.  
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Fig. 3. My early sketches of Companion Projects sometimes imagined them with soft fur-like 
surfaces, but in the interest of allowing them to be perceived as being ambivalently between 
organ-like parts and complete organic wholes, I later re-imagined to have hairless outer 
surfaces.  

 

Fig. 4. Umo, Amo, and Omo are each about lap-sized and comfortable for people of all sizes to 
hold. They weigh between six and nine pounds. They are soon to be adopted and to go out into 
the world and develop relationships – the next stage of the research project.  

4.1   Umo  

Umo is designed to listen to its surroundings and to incorporate these sounds into its 
ever-changing development of its own purr. It responds through its visceral purring in 
relation to the sounds that it is sensing in close to real-time and that it has sensed in 
the past. 
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Fig. 5. As illustrated in the design sketches and first physical prototype, Umo is shaped organi-
cally and has a soft rubber squeezable outer layer . It is lap-sized, as seen in Figure 4.  

The background research for Umo included acoustic and infrasonic digital signal  
processing and analysis using recordings gathered from seven domestic cats and ten 
domestic machines that people describe as “purring,” including cars, sewing 
machines, washing machines, air conditioners, and refrigerators. 

 

Fig. 6. Sofie Lexington Whitman the cat and a washing machine in a local laundromat are among 
the subjects recorded with a dual microphone stethoscope built for this research.  

Looking at different components of the sounds, such as the modulation spectral 
centroid, dominant pitch estimation, aperiodicity, power estimation over frames, and 
time-based modulation, a considered decision about which components of the sounds 
are consistent or correlative between the different machines and cats can be made. 
This in turn informs the design of how Umo develops its sounds over time.  

4.2   Amo  

Amo is designed to monitor the heart rate variation of the person holding it via 
electrode-based sensors build into its surface and in turn to modulate its own pseudo-
heart beat variation manifested as an electromagnetic field around Amo. This  
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Fig. 7. Amo has two protruding areas in the first design that have been made more subtly 
distinct that in the early drawings. The protrusions have been purposefully designed to invite 
hands to rest on them. They house electrodes for sensing heart beat through hand contact. 

electromagnetic field is modeled to mimic that of a human heart in different affective 
states. 

4.3   Omo  

Omo is a breathing object. It can sense the breathing of a person holding it via 
integrated quantum tunneling composite pressure sensors arrayed in its rubber outer 
layer. It performs signal processing on these sensor values to make a mapping of the 
breath of the person. It can then match its own breathing rate and pattern and phase to 
that of the breath of the person. It can also slowly change once entrained, and thereby 
slowly influence and effect change in the breathing of the person.  

 

Fig. 8. Omo 

The rubber orifice through which Omo breathes is designed to guide the air flow in 
a way that effects breath-like sounds when Omo expands and contracts its inner 
mechanical diaphragm. 
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Fig. 9. Early sketches of the breathing of Omo show an air –tight bladder that is morphed in 
shape by mechanical elements to pull in and push out air, thus changing the overall shape and 
size of Omo in relation to its breath. The small air tube through which the air travels has been 
redesigned, along with the breathing bladder itself, to produce more breath-like variations of 
sound as Omo breathes different breath patterns.  

5   Evaluation and Conclusions 

The studies of people relating person-to-machine with these new organ-like 
companion projects are just beginning now. By the time of HCII 2007 this summer 
there will be much more to report. 
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